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Objective

Background

Attempting to search for sheet music to one’s 
favorite song is difficult enough, but buying sheet 
music can also become quite expensive over time. 

With that in mind, we would like to give music 
learners, piano players specifically, a better method 

of learning songs. The goal of this project is to 
create a system that takes video or audio input from 

a piano tutorial and outputs sheet music.

1. user input of mp4/mp3 file
2. Mp4 to mp3 conversion (if input is in video 

format)
3. Audio to MIDI conversion
4. MIDI to sheet music conversion

We utilize a singular python script for mp4 to mp3 
conversion, four scripts for audio to MIDI 
conversion, and a manual input of the MIDI file into 
Musescore, a tool for building sheet music.

• MIDI is 
essentially sheet 
music for 
computers

• Basic Pitch, 
created by 
Spotify, utilizes 
machine 
learning and 
Python libraries 
to deal with 
audio to MIDI 
conversion

From our results, we can conclude that our MIDI 
data transcribed from the input audio is accurate, 
when solely looking into note accuracy. This note 
accuracy within our MIDI files translates to note 

accuracy within our sheet music. However, we run 
into issues when looking into other parameters 

such as time signature and tempo, where we have 
seen that we get inaccuracy.

Interestingly enough, with our program, we are not 
limited to piano. Our program should work with any 

instrument in theory, which includes even voice.
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1. Mp4 to mp3 
conversion (if 
necessary)

2. Creates note 
events

3. Creates MIDI 
arguments

4. Computes 
rhythm

5. Makes 
prediction based 
off model, saves 
MIDI file
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1. Visual representation of 
output MIDI file (using 
Logic Pro) from sample 
piano audio

2. Sheet music output 
from sample piano 
audio

This sample is a six second 
electric piano audio clip

A visual representation of MIDI


